Your Knowledge

State Tax Warning for Family Trusts
Recent changes to State laws may trigger a surprise
tax bill for family trusts (discretionary trusts).
The problem for family trusts stems from recent
legislative changes in New South Wales (NSW),
Victoria (VIC) and Queensland (QLD) that impose a
surcharge on foreigners purchasing residential land.
While that might not sound like a problem, the issue
arises because of the way family trust deeds are
often drafted. These trust deeds are typically
drafted so that the trustee has the power to
distribute income or capital to a very wide class of
potential beneficiaries. As a result, if a foreigner
could receive distributions from the trust then your
trust may be liable to pay the new surcharge if it
holds or purchases residential land in New South
Wales, Victoria or Queensland. The way the State
laws are written, if you cannot exclude foreigners as
beneficiaries (your cousin living in England for
example) you are potentially exposed to the new
tax. It does not matter if a distribution to a foreigner
is unlikely to happen, the trust deed just has to allow
it as a possibility.

How can you avoid being caught by the
surcharge?
Assuming you don’t have foreigners that you want
the trust to distribute to, the solution might involve
amending your trust deed. The amendment would
exclude a “foreign person” from being a beneficiary
and being able to benefit from the trust. However, it
would be necessary to work through this process
carefully to ensure that even worse tax implications
don’t follow (e.g. need to ensure the amendment
does not cause the trust to be resettled).

What’s the problem with Trust Deeds?
For asset protection purposes, most family trusts
have a very wide class of potential beneficiaries and
unfettered powers for the trust to distribute income
or capital. This means that no one beneficiary can
claim that they have a right to the assets or income
of the trust, which is helpful when a creditor is
looking to target assets – you don’t have a right to
the assets or income of the trust until the trust
agrees to distribute to you.
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The State law changes and the exposure
for family trusts
Legislative changes introduced at the end of 2016 in
NSW, VIC and QLD impose a surcharge on “foreign
persons” (or “foreign purchasers”) who purchase
and own (for land tax purposes) certain types of
residential land in those States (this includes units in
a landholder). The surcharge is in addition to
existing land taxes and stamp duty.
State
NSW
QLD
VIC

Foreign Surcharge
Duty
4% (21 June 2016)
3% (1 Oct 2016)
7% (1 July 2016)

Land Tax
Surcharge
0.75%
n/a
1.5%

If your trust deed does not exclude a foreign person,
then it may be liable to pay the new surcharge if it
holds or purchases residential land in the affected
States.
If you are concerned about the impact of these
legislative changes on your family trust, please call or
email us and we can help you work through this
issue. In some circumstances legal advice will also
be required.
More information on the surcharge can be found at:
 Business Queensland
 Office of State Revenue NSW
 State Revenue Office Victoria

Fast Growing And Start Up Businesses –
What Are You Missing Out On?
It’s always difficult for Governments and regulators
to keep pace with changing business models, funding
approaches, and technology. But, recent reforms
and a series of new initiatives seek to free up
entrepreneurs from excessive regulation, inflexible
tax regimes, and unintended outcomes.
Unfortunately, few entrepreneurs are aware of what
is available to them and risk limiting their options for
growth. We take you through what’s available and
some of the tax implications of capital raising
outside of the mainstream.
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Tax relief for business changing structures
It is common for a business to outgrow its business
structure. Alternatively, changes in circumstances
over time might mean that a business structure is no
longer as effective as it could be. Small business
entities can now rollover from one business
structure to another without triggering adverse
implications under the income tax system.
Under new rules that apply from 1 July 2016, if your
business genuinely needs to move from one
structure to another for commercial reasons, you
can do this without triggering a tax bill if certain
conditions are met. This new form of rollover relief
can provide complete income tax relief when assets
are transferred to any business structure (e.g., sole
trader, partnership, company or trust) if the
following key conditions are satisfied:














The transaction is a genuine restructure of
an ongoing business. So, the concessions
can’t be used for winding down or selling a
business.
Each of the parties to the transaction is a
small business entity (revenue under $2m,
although this might be increased to $10m)
or is related to a small business entity in the
year the transaction occurs. The turnover
test is subject to some grouping rules.
The business owners (the people who have
ultimate economic ownership of the assets)
and their share in those assets doesn’t
materially change.
The asset being transferred is currently
being used in a business carried on by the
current owner or certain related parties.
Both the original entity and the entity the
business is being transferred into need to
be Australian residents.
The parties involved in the transaction must
choose jointly to apply the rollover.
None of the entities involved in the
transaction are a superannuation fund or
exempt entity.

Incentives for angel investors
For innovative companies, it’s often difficult to get
funding before what they are developing is
commercialised. Early stage innovation investment
(often called ‘angel investors’), in precommercialised developments is often very risky but
when it works, the rewards can be great.
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New tax laws offer incentives for investment in these
early stage innovation companies (ESIC):
 Entities acquiring newly issued shares in an
Australian early stage innovation company
will receive a non-refundable tax offset of
20% of the value of the investment, subject
to a maximum offset cap of $200,000.
 Investors can also disregard any capital
gains realised on the shares if they have
been held for between one and ten years.
The incentives are designed to connect start-up
companies with investors that have both the capital
and business experience help develop successful
innovative companies, particularly at the precommercialisation phase - where a concept is in
development but the company needs additional
funds to commercialise.
The amendments are designed to apply to a broad
range of potential investors who are either investing
directly or through a company, trust or partnership.
As investments in innovation companies are often
high risk, the amendments limit the risk exposure of
investors to $50,000 per year. The rules are more
relaxed for sophisticated investors.
In general, an ESIC qualifies if it is:
 At an early stage of its development; and
 Developing new or significantly improved
innovations with the purpose of
commercialisation to generate an economic
return.
The initiatives also extend to early stage venture
capital partnerships offering:
 A limited partner in an early stage venture
capital limited partnership (ESVCLP) is
entitled to a non-refundable, carry-forward
tax offset which is equal to up to 10% of
contributions made by the partner to the
ESVCLP during the year. The amount of the
tax offset may be reduced if the amounts
contributed by the partners are not used by
the ESVCLP in certain ways.
 The maximum committed capital of an
ESVCLP is increased from $100m to $200m.
 If an ESVCLP does not dispose of an
investment within a certain time period, the
ESVCLP will only be entitled to a partial CGT
exemption.
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Employee share schemes to help fast
growth companies attract talent
Employee share schemes, if structured correctly, can
be an effective way of incentivising staff by linking
personal reward to company growth. They are also
very useful for fast growth start-up and innovative
companies that want to attract top talent but lack
the capital to compete on salary alone.
Recent changes to how Employee Share Schemes
(ESS) are taxed make the schemes more attractive
with a common sense approach to how they are
taxed.
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Imminent changes to crowdfunding
Crowdfunding uses internet based platforms and
other forms of social media to raise funds for
projects or business ventures. Generally, the party
trying to raise the funds (the promoter) will engage
an intermediary (the platform) to collect funds from
contributors. There are different ways this can be
done and how the crowdfunding is raised will
determine the tax treatment of any funds received:



Under an ESS, employers issue shares (an ownership
stake) and/or options (a right to acquire shares at a
later date) to their employees at a discount to the
market value of the shares or rights. In general,
when an employee receives shares or rights under
an ESS they are taxed on the discount they have
received. Under the new rules, it is now easier to
defer the taxing point until it’s clear that the
employee will actually derive an economic benefit
from the shares or options they have received (this is
possible under the old rules but in a narrower range
of situations).
In addition, special rules exist for start-ups that allow
relatively small discounts received by employees in
relation to shares or rights not to be taxed at all
under the ESS rules if the relevant conditions are
met.

Research and development tax incentive
The research and development (R&D) tax incentive
has been around for a while in various forms but it’s
worth considering. The Government provides this
tax offset to encourage companies to conduct R&D
activities that benefit Australia. The current taxoffset rates that apply to qualifying companies are:
 A 43.5% refundable tax offset for
companies with an aggregated turnover of
less than $20 million (unless they are
controlled by tax exempt entities); and
 A 38.5% non-refundable tax offset for all
other companies.
The rate of the R&D tax offset is reduced to the
company tax rate if the company’s notional R&D
deductions exceed $100 million for an income year.




Donation-based - The contributor does not
receive anything in return other than an
acknowledgement
Reward-based - The promoter provides
something in return for the payment (e.g.,
goods, services, rights, discounts etc.,)
Equity-based - The contribution is made in
return for shares in a company
Debt-based- The contribution is made in the
form of a loan with the promoter making
interest and principal payments

A Bill that has just passed Parliament seeks to create
a regulatory framework for crowdfunding. The
popularity of crowdfunding as an alternate to
mainstream finance has increased dramatically and
at present, the Government has no viable way of
protecting investors or regulating how crowdfunding
is raised. These new rules bring crowdfunding under
the Corporations Act while attempting to avoid
onerous regulatory commitments that will stifle the
flow of funds. Despite simplified reporting
obligations, the changes will invariably add a layer of
complexity for promoters and platforms. The rules
also restrict how much Mum and Dad investors
(retail clients) can invest in a single company in any
one year to $10,000, and provide a cooling off period
of 5 days. You can expect these changes to start
coming into effect this year.
From a tax perspective, funds from crowdfunding
are treated like any other form of income – the
funds are likely to be taxable if:
 The crowdfunding relates to employment
activities (e.g., raising money to fund a
project that is linked to existing
employment duties);
 The promoter enters into the arrangement
with the intention of making a profit or gain
and the project is operated in a business
like way; or
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The funds are received in the ordinary
course of a business.

If funds are received for a personal project where
there is no intention of making a profit (e.g., the
project relates to a hobby), these funds are generally
not taxable for the promoter.
When funds are received under an equity based
crowdfunding model the funds would generally form
part of the share capital of the company that is
undertaking the project. If so, the funds should not
be included in the assessable income of the
company. If payments are made by the company to
contributors then these would generally be treated
as either dividends (it may be possible to attach
franking credits to the dividends) or a return of share
capital.
Likewise, when funds are received under a debt
based crowdfunding model the funds would not be
assessable to the company as they would simply be
treated as a loan. When payments are made by the
promoter to contributors the interest component
might be deductible in some circumstances.

When can I claim self-education expenses?
Normally, if you undertake study that is connected
to your work you can claim the costs of that study as
a tax deduction - assuming your employer has not
already picked up your expenses. There is also no
limit to the value of the deduction you can claim.
While this all sounds great and very encouraging
there are issues to consider before claiming your
Harvard graduate degree, accommodation and
flights as a self-education expense.
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property and to submit applications for provisional
patents for his invention. His argument for the selfeducation expenses was that his research was a form
of self-education as he could not simply read a book
or complete a course to advance his understanding.
His experiments were a necessary part of his study.
To be deductible, the study must be connected to
the income you are earning (either to maintain or
improve your specific skills or knowledge), or is likely
to result in increased income from existing income
earning activities. The problem for the taxpayer in
this case was that the expenses were not really
connected to his job (his income), but to the industry
he specialised in.
The AAT found that the expenses were not
deductible as they did not relate to his employment
activities and there was no direct connection with
the university course. Instead, the expenses related
to his own inventions, which he hoped could be
commercialised in the future. At best, the
expenditure related to a possible future income
earning activity, but the expenditure in this case was
incurred too soon to be deductible. Without this
nexus between income and the expenses, the
expenses are not deductible.
The ATO is more likely to target large self-education
expenses. For anyone who has completed post
graduate study you know that these expenses can
ratchet up very quickly, particularly when you add in
any other expenses such as books or travel. It’s
important to ensure that there is a clear connection
between your current job or business activity and
the expenses you are claiming before you claim
them.

A recent case before the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal (AAT) looked at, amongst other claims, a
large claim of $48,000 for self-education expenses.
In this case, the taxpayer was an engineer who was
employed by a company in the heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning industry.

If you are concerned about whether or not the selfeducation you are intending to complete is
deductible, please call or email us and we can help
clarify the issue for you.

In his 2014 tax return, the taxpayer claimed
significant expenses relating to research and
development projects undertaken in connection
with the his PhD studies at university. His thesis
related to efficient air conditioning systems. A lot of
the expenses he claimed were to test the findings of
his new invention. The taxpayer also claimed that he
spent considerable monies to protect his intellectual

“The difficulty lies not so much in developing new
ideas as in escaping from old ones.“

Quote of the month
John Maynard Keynes
The material and contents provided in this publication are
informative in nature only. It is not intended to be advice
and you should not act specifically on the basis of this
information alone. If expert assistance is required,
professional advice should be obtained.
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